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Abstract 
Let X be a simply connected a,,-space. The mod p cohomology rings of 0X are 
studied. When these rings are finitely generated as algebras, RX has the mod p homotopy 
type of a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane space. If X is just an H-space with H*(flX; Z,) 
finitely generated as an algebra, H*(flX; Z,) is still primitively generated free commuta- 
tive. 
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0. Introduction 
In recent years, many theorems have been proved about the cohomology of 
finite H-spaces that suggest that they are similar to Lie groups [7,10]. In this paper, 
we explore H-spaces that are not finite, but whose mod p cohomology is finitely 
generated as an algebra. At present, not a great deal is known about such spaces. 
We prove the following: Let p be an odd prime. Recall that an a,-space is an 
H-space with a p-fold projective plane in the sense of [19]. 
Main Theorem. If X is a simply connected a,-space and H*(aX; zp) is finitely 
generated as an algebra, then OX has the mod p homotopy type of a product of 
S’s, K(Z,r, 1)s and KG?, 2)s. 
If the a,-structure of X is removed, we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem A (Corollary 2.8). If X is a simply connected H-space with associative 
mod p homology and H *(OX; ZP) is finitely generated as an algebra, then 
H*(OX; ZJ is free commutative, primitively generated on elements in degrees 
1, 2, 2p, 2p + 1,2p2,2pz + 1. 
In the case RX is finite, work of Hemmi [3] and McGibbon [13] show that flX 
has the mod p homotopy type of a torus. Even weaker hypotheses are possible as 
Hemmi has shown a “quasi cP-space” is a mod p torus. In the finitely generated 
algebra case, for the prime 2, Slack [16] has proved a theorem analogous to the 
Main Theorem for a homotopy commutative and homotopy associative space. 
In recent years many new techniques have been developed to study the 
cohomology of H-spaces. For the most part these techniques have been used 
primarily to study finite H-spaces. However, they can easily be extended to study 
nonfinite H-spaces. This paper is intended to be the beginning of such a study. 
Several new ways of measuring homotopy commutativity have recently been 
introduced such as the H,“-spaces of Kuhn, Slack and Williams [9]. One could 
conjecture that the above theorems might be true for Hz-spaces or quasi c,-spaces 
whose mod p cohomology is finitely generated as an algebra. At odd primes, it is 
known that an H-space admits a (possibly different) H-structure that is homotopy 
commutative [5]. It is not known, however, what are the conditions necessary for 
an H-space to have its H-structure altered so that it becomes homotopy commuta- 
tive and homotopy associative at the same time. The hypotheses of our theorems 
avoid these questions, but it is the intent of this paper to suggest that these 
problems deserve further inquiry. 
Under the assumptions of the Main Theorem, we are able to use some very 
powerful results about the differentials in the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence 
that were proved by Kraines [8]. These results together with a result of Slack [17] 
about the even algebra generators of H*(OX) are used to prove Theorem A. This 
theorem is proved in Sections 1 and 2. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we show that if X is an a,-space, one can work in low 
degrees with the cohomology of projective spaces to obtain information about 
H*(X; Z’J. The techniques generalize some earlier work on H-deviations due to 
Zabrodsky. Certain Ext groups are computed because they contain obstructions to 
the existence of primitives in H*(X; ZP). 
Throughout this paper, we assume all spaces will be CW complexes with their 
Z (P) homology of finite type. Unless otherwise specified all cohomology and 
homology modules will be assumed to have Z, coefficients for p an odd prime. 
The symbol X will be reserved for a simply connected H-space with H*(OX; H,) 
finitely generated as an algebra. 
The author would like to express his thanks to Yutaka Hemmi and Mark Foskey 
for several useful conversations. 
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1. 
In this section we begin by collecting some facts about the module of indecom- 
posables for H*(flX) and H*(X). These modules are interrelated via the 
suspension map and the Milnor-Moore exact sequence for bicommutative Hopf 
algebras. We introduce arguments using the transpotence and a secondary opera- 
tion to further restrict these modules. A theorem of Slack together with properties 
of the transpotence are used to show that H*(X) is free commutative. We use a 
secondary operation developed in [lo] to prove that even generators of H*(X) lie 
in degrees 2~’ + 2 for j > 0. Further they are linked by the Steenrod operations 
Pap’. This is very similar to the situation for finite H-spaces. We conclude this 
section by using a factorization of Pap through secondary operations originally 
discovered by Liulevicius. 
Our starting point is the following theorem due to Slack [17]. 
Theorem 1.1. If Y is a homotopy commutative, homotopy associative H-space with 
QH ‘““‘( Y) finite dimensional, then QH”““( Y) is concentrated in degrees of the 
form 2~’ for j 2 0. 
It follows that 
PH=‘““( 0X) 1 ies in degrees 2~’ for j 2 0. (I.11 
By [15] there is an exact sequence 
O+P[H*(flX) +PH*(RX) +QH*(L?X) -+QAH*(nX) -0. (1.2) 
Now the cohomology suspension map u* has the property (see [2]) 
u* : QHodd( X) + PH’““‘( fix) is manic, (1.3) 
u* : QH”“““( X) -+ PHodd( 0X) is epic. 
Therefore, 
Corollary 1.2. QHodd(X) is concentrated in degrees 2pj + 1 for j 2 0. 
Proposition 1.3. H*(X) is a free commutative algebra. 
Proof. It suffices to prove every even generator has infinite height. It is well known 
121 that an even generator of height pf yields a nonzero primitive transpotence 
element in H*M?X) in degree congruent to -2 mod p. By (1.1) the even 
generators must have infinite height. q 
Corollary 1.4. The kernel of the suspension map u* : QH*(X) + PH*U2X) consists 
of elements of the form pk9’lu where u E QH2p’+1(X), I = (Pi-‘+‘,. . ., P’), 
deg pk9’u = 2pk+j + 2. 
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Here Pk is the kth Bockstein operation. 
Proof. This follows directly from [S, Theorem B] since H*(X) is free commutative, 
and QHodd(X) is in degrees 2pj + 1 by Proposition 1.2 and Corollary 1.4. 0 
Theorem 1.5. If n f 0 mod p, n #pi + 1 for all j > 0 then PH2”-‘(0X) G 
QH2”(X> = 0. 
Proof. Let n be the largest integer such that n f 0 mod p, n #pi + 1 and 
PH2”-‘(flX) # 0. u* : QHeve”(X) -+ PHodd(OX) is surjective by (1.3), so we may 
choose an even generator jj E QH*“(X>. We may assume a representative y for J 
comes from a Bore1 decomposition for H*(X). 
Now 
0 # yp =5Fy = c9%@-ly, c # 0, 
deg pD”-‘y = 2( IZ - 1)p + 2. 
But IZ - 1 #pj for any j so by the choice of IZ and Corollary 1.4, gan-iy must be 
decomposable. Further, 
d9”-‘ye[H*(X) @H*(X) +H*(X) @(H*(X) 
so {9”“-‘y} E P(H*(X)//SH*(X)) is decomposable. It follows that 9@-‘y E 
Z@H*(X))IH*(X), so 9 n-ly is at least (p + U-fold decomposable. Hence 
yp = c9’9”-‘y is (p + l)-fold decomposable. This is impossible since y is a Bore1 
generator. We conclude yp = 0 which contradicts Proposition 1.3. 
Hence PH2”-‘(0X) = 0. But u* : QH2”(X) + PH2”-‘(0X) is manic by 
Corollary 1.4. Therefore QH2”(X) = 0. 0 
We now state a theorem that follows directly from 110, Theorem 14.21. 
Theorem 1.6. Let Y be an H-space. Let f E QH2’(Y; zp) and suppose p191 = Caibi 
with 
(a) biQH2’(Y; “,,> = 0, 
(b) deg biQH21(Y; Z,) f 0 mod 2p. 
Then if QH21p(Y; n,) = 0, then f 8 . . . OX E imCa, n (QH*(Y> ~3 . . . Q 
QH*(Y)>. 
Theorem 1.7. Zf n = 0 mod p and QH2”(X) f 0 then n =p’ for some j > 0. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.4, for n = 0 mod p, u* : QH2”(X) + PH2”-‘(0X> is monk. 
By (1.2) PH 2n-‘(0X) = QH 2n-1(flX). Therefore since QH*(fiX) is finite di- 
mensional, the submodule of even indecomposables of degree divisible by p in 
QH*(X> is finite dimensional. Suppose n = 0 mod p, n Zp’ for all j > 0 and 
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QH2”(X) # 0. Assume IE is the largest integer that satisfies these conditions. 
There is an Adem relation 
pr9”” = a,9nP, + az91p19Zrn-1, ai E Z,. 
Further pIQH2”(X) = 0 and /?,zP~-~QH~“(X) = 0 by Corollary 1.2. Theorem 1.6 
implies if X E QH’YX), 
X@ . . . @ZE im 9’“+im 9’. 
This implies 2 =9’jj. By Theorem 1.5, deg F = 2p’ + 2 and deg X = 2p’ + 2p = 
2n. 
There is another Adem relation (see [lOI) 
Pl9 
P’+P = ~JH”+J’& + a2~P’+P-‘Q, + a,Q,gP’-l 
with ai E Z,. Here Q, and Q, are the Milnor operations: Q, = [I”, &I, Q, = 
[Yp, Q,l. 
By Corollary 1.2, QH 2p’+2p(X) lies in the kernel of p , Q1. By Theorem 1.5 it 
also lies in the kernel of 9P’-’ = c~~zP-~ since QH2P’+2(X) n im 9’ = 0. So 
Theorem 1.6 implies 
E@Z@ *** LZ+ x E im LPP’+J’ + im 9p’+p-1 + im Q2, 
im .$P’+P + im 9P’+p-1 in H2P’+2p(X)@p lies in decomposables on at least one 
factor so we conclude E = Q2J for some 9 E QH2p’+1-2p2+2p(X). 
By Corollary 1.2, j = 2, J E QH 2p+1(X). Now Q2 is the primitive Milnor 
operation that is given by [Pp, [9’, ~~11 up to a constant. Since X e im P1 by 
Corollary 1.2, we must have either 
(a> QH2PZ+2p(X) n im 9p91pl # 0, 
(b) QH2r”2p(X) n im 9”‘PppI # 0, 
(c) QH2pZ+2p(X) n im 91p19’p f 0. 
All other possibilities factor through odd degree indecomposables that don’t exist 
by Corollary 1.2. Cases (b) and (c) can be eliminated since 9’.Yp =z?‘+~ and 
91&F’pH2p+1(X) ~9’ 1+pp1H2p+‘(X) which is decomposable. 
Hence QH2pz+2p(X) L~~QH~“(X). A similar argument shows QH4”(X) = 0. 
Use the factorization 
p1Y2P = a192PP1 + ~,LP~~‘-‘Q, + u,Q,~‘~-‘. 
Since 4p2 > 2p2 + 2p, QH4P’(X) = 0. Hence if Z E QH4p(X), Z @ . . . @Z E 
im Q, which implies Z = 0 since deg Q2 = 2p2 - 1. This proves if IZ = 0 mod p 
and n #pi for some j 2 0 then QH2”(X) = 0. 0 
Corollary 1.8. QH even(X) lies in degrees 2pj for j 2 0 and 2pj + 2 for j 2 1. 
Proof. &LS’~ = u,~~P, + a,9’lp,@ shows QH4(X) = 0 so the corollary follows 
from Theorems 1.5 and 1.7. 0 
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Theorem 1.9. S@-l: QHzPj-‘+2 (-0 + QHzpjf2(X) is an isomorphism forj 2 2. 
Proof. For j > 2, the Adem relation 
P19 Pj+’ = a,~p’t’~, + a2Pp’Q, + a,Q,$P-P 
can be applied to Theorem 1.6. Given X E QH2p”2(X) we have X E ker pi, X E 
ker Q, and .? E ker LY~‘-~ by Corollaries 1.2 and 1.8. Hence since QH2p’“+2p(X) 
= 0 by Corollary 1.8, Theorem 1.6 implies 
I@ . . . 85 E im .zW”+~+ im gap + im Q2. 
If j > 2, QH 2pj+2(X) n im Q, = 0 since it must factor through odd degrees where 
there are no indecomposables. If j = 2, then if X = Q2J3 then 
7 = pr5@%?+y3 
=~P&@Ya 
since plgp = agaP& + b91&9p-1. 
Hence X E im pp. 
If z@J *** 85 E im gP’+l+ im ppj this implies Z =gp 
1-L 
z for some 5. Hence 
pP’-’ : QH2P’-‘+2(X) + QH2P’+2(X) is epic. 
Now suppose X E ker ~?-l, 
Ply 
pj-l+ 1 = apl~l~P’-’ 
So if ~7Pj-k = 0, we get by Theorem 1.6, 
X@ . . . @X E im plpl 
which implies either X E im plgl or E E im 9’. For j > 3 this is impossible by 
Corollaries 1.2 and 1.8. For j = 2 we get x = pl~tx, so x is primitive. 0 #xp = 
LY’LY~x by Proposition 1.3 hence gpx is again primitive, therefore indecompos- 
able. •I 
Theorem 1.10. For j 2 2, 
Qff 2Pj+2( X) = &QH2Pj+l( X) 
andforja3 
QH 2Pj+2( x) = @j#QH2P’-‘+1( X), 
Proof. By Theorem 1.9, 
QH 2P’+2( X) +ZWm’ . . . pPQf$2P+2( X). 
In degrees below 2p + 2, H*(X) is generated by elements in degrees 2, 3, 2p 
and 2p + 1 by Corollaries 1.2 and 1.8. Let A be the A(p) sub-Hopf algebra 
generated by elements in degree 2. Then given x E H2pf2(X), {x} E 
P(H*(X)//A). Further &(x1 = 0 and L@(X) = 0 since QH2p+3(X)= 0 and 
QH4”(X> = 0. 
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We now consider the two-connective cover of X. If 
TAX) @ q&7) =z$13zp+B *** fBZp’,, 
then let G = Z” @ Zpr, @ * * * CB Zprr and let f : X --t K(G, 2) be defined to send the 
fundamental classes to the appropriate generators in H’(X; Ze>. Then f is an 
H-map since X is simply connected and if x is the fibre of f, X is an H-space. 
Further, 
H*(X; zp) ‘H*(X)//_4 8Z,[X,,...,ZJ (1.4) 
where deg X, = 2pkl and the map r : x--)X induces rr* : H*(X) --f H*(X)//A. 
This follows from 1181 (or 111 if one considers the corresponding result for 0X 
which is the simply connected cover of $2X>. 
Now consider xzp, + *, an algebra generator in H*(X). We may assume by 
Theorem 1.9, 
XZp’+Z 
+w-’ . - . paPxtp+2, 
Hence 
T*( Xzpj+2) =gp 
i-l 
“‘9p”*(x*p+2) 
and 
T*( x2p+2) E ker pi, ker 9”. 
BY WI, 
9p~*(X2p+2) =P140(77*(XZp+2)) +9141(“*(X2p+2)) 
where the & are secondary operations. 
deg &(7r*(~~~+~)) = 2p2+ 1 
and 
deg ~(T*(x 2,+2)) = 2P2 - 2P + 4. 
By construction, if .Yprr*(x 2p+2) # 0, it is primitive indecomposable. Hence, at 
least one of the secondary operations must be indecomposable. In those degrees, 
they must lie in Q(H*(X)//A). Hence by (1.4) there must be an indecomposable 
in QH*(X) of that degree. The only possibility is &,(rr*(~~~+a)) is indecompos- 
able and lies in the image of r*, by Corollary 1.8. 
Therefore, if ~p~*(~2p+2) # 0, 
9pX2p+2 = PIXZp2+ 1 modulo ker rr* + decomposables. 
But <Q ker ~*)2p2+2 
H3(X; Z,), so 
consists of admissibIe Steenrod operations applied to 
9pX2p+2 E p1xzP2+ 1 + &9p9’H3( X; Zp) module decomposables. 
Now if ~p7r*(x2p+2) = 0, we also have 
3=X 2p+2 EPpp@H3(X; q. 
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Therefore, 
QH 2P2+2( X) = plQH2Pz+1( X). 
Assume by induction QH2p’-1+2(X) = /31QH2p’-1’1(X). Then 
Q@P’+2( X) ,cJzW-~~QH~P’-~+~( X) 
and 
pi&PPj-’ = (Q~p’-& + ~,_$Pi&~~‘-‘-i. 
By Corollary 1.8, 
Q,,Pj+‘( X) = ~1c$i?Pj-1Qff2P’-1+1( /I’). q 
In this section we use a combination of secondary operations to prove that the 
two- and three-dimensional generators of H*(X) generate sub-Hopf algebras 
isomorphic to the cohomologies of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. 
Note that KG?, 2), K(Z, 3) and K(Z,r, 2) have cohomology generators in 
degrees 2, 3, 2pj + 1, and 2pk + 2 for j z 0 and k > 1. In the previous section we 
proved that H*(X) also has generators in these degrees. To make 0X homotopy 
equivalent to a product of K(Z, l>s, Z&R’, 2)s and K@,r, 1)s it suffices to prove 
H*(X) resembles the cohomology of a product of K(d, 2)s KG?, 3)s and 
K(Z,r, 2)s as a Hopf algebra over A(p). This is part of our goal for this section. In 
particular we use the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence to eliminate even 
generators in H*(X) in degrees divisible by p. Then we show that there are 
Steenrod connections similar to those in the Eilenberg-MacLane complexes. We 
run into a stumbling block-we cannot show that a (2p + l)-dimensional generator 
lies in the image of 9’. This we leave for Section 3 where we add the assumption 
that X is an a,-space. 
Theorem 2.1. QH eve”(X) lies in degrees 2p’ + 2 for j z 1 and in degree 2. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.8, it suffices to show there are no even generators in degrees 
2pk for k > 0. If so, let 2~’ be the highest degree of this form for which there are 
nontrivial generators. For j > 0, 
/3i5Yp = a,9pj/3, + a22F1&9p’-‘. 
We have /?19p’-1QH2pj(X) = 0. Hence if X E QH2p’(X) and p,X = 0, then since 
QH 2p’f1(X) = 0, we have X @ . . . cia? E im Ppi + im 9’ by Theorem 1.6. But 
Z @ im 9’ by Corollary 1.8 so this is impossible. 
We conclude that /3iZ # 0. The Adem relations imply 
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The Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence [8] implies 
Hence rp(a*plZ) survives to E,,,. Suppose by induction that ~,r~l(a*&Z) survives 
to E,. Then by [8, Theorem 6.11, 
d,rLl~&*&X) = sp19’p’+~-1 * * * 9’p’pp. 
Note this implies there exists an element of QH2p’+‘+2(X) that lies in im /3, for 
1> 1. 
This contradicts Theorem 1.10. Hence y,,(a*p,F> survives to E, for all 1. Since 
E, = H*(OX) as coalgebras, H, (0X) has an element of infinite height. Hence 
the p’-power map 
‘$‘:H*(nx) +H*(L?X) 
is nontrivial for all 1. This implies H*(RX) is not finitely generated as an algebra 
since elements of lowest degree in im ,$I, I = 1, 2,. . . form an infinite linearly 
independent subset of PH,(LIX). q 
Corollary 2.2. H*(X) is primitively generated. 
Proof. By assumption H,(X) is associative. (We assume X is an up-space.) By 
Theorem 2.1 and the exact sequence 
O+PtH*(X) -+PH*(X) -QH*(X), 
PH*(X) lies in degrees (2~’ + 2)pk, 2p’, 2p’ + 1 for j > 1, k > 0, la 0. Hence 
QH.+(X) lies in the same degrees. The lowest nontrivial commutator in H,(X) 
would be a commutator of generators and is primitive. Therefore H,(X) is 
commutative. 
The lowest pth power in H,(X) would be the pth power of a generator and 
would be primitive. Since QH’2p’+2)pk(X) = 0 for k > 0 and QH2p’(X) = 0, we 
have H,(X) has no pth powers, so H,(X) is commutative associative and has no 
pth powers. By the exact sequence 
PH*(X)+QH*(X)+QhH*(X)+O, 
H*(X) is primitively generated. •I 
Theorem 2.3. H”(0X) is free commutative, primitively generated with generators in 
degrees 1, 2, 2p, 2p + 1, 2p2 and 2p2 + 1. 
Proof. We first show H*(flX) is primitively generated. This is equivalent to 
showing the pth power map in H,(flX> is trivial. If not, let tP be an element of 
lowest degree in im 5. By Theorem 1.1, degree tP = 2pj+’ for some j > 0. Then 
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dually there is an element y,(x) with x EPH~~‘(~X) = o*QH2P’f1(X). In the 
Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, by [8], 
d,_,y,(x) =plPp’y where a*(y) =x. 
Since this spectral sequence has E, zH*(flX) as coalgebras, we must have 
/3i~7~jJ~ = 0 in QH2p”“2(X). Now by [8], if I> 1, 
+-1Y&) 
detects a generator of QH”““(X> in the image of a higher Bockstein. But all 
generators in QH 2p’+2(X) for I> 1 lie in the image of pi, by Theorem 1.10. So 
d pL1ypl(x) = 0. 
Therefore ( t p’, ~~4x1) = 1 and t has infinite height. As in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, this is a contradiction. We conclude H*(LIX) is primitively gener- 
ated. 
To show H*(fiX) is free commutative, it suffices to show any even primitive 
has infinite height. Given x E PH “““(0X), deg x = 2~’ for some j, so x = c*(y). 
The same argument as before implies p19piy # 0 so Bpjy # 0. By Theorem 2.2 
we may choose y E PH 2p”1(X) so Yp’y E PH2p’+‘+1(X) and is therefore inde- 
composable. Since 
u* : QHodd( X) --) PHeve”( 0X) 
is manic, 
xpzo. 
Hence every even primitive has nonzero pth power so all even primitives have 
infinite height and H*(fiX) is free commutative. 
We now show QHodd(f2X> lies in degrees 1, 2p + 1 and 2p2 + 1. We have 
U* : QH”““( X) --f PHodd( 0X) z QHodd( l2X) 
is epic. By Theorems 1.10 and 2.1, since 
a*pl~Pj-1QH2P’-1+1( X) = 0, 
QHodd(12X> lies in the desired degrees. 
It remains to show QH”““(0X) 1 ies in degrees 2, 2p and 2p2. Suppose there is 
an even generator 2 not in these degrees. By Theorem 1.1, deg Z = 2p’ for j > 2. 
Choose X of highest possible degree. Then 
&$Pp’= ai9+, + a29ip,9+’ 
and 
p1x = 0 =p ~P’-‘x. 
1 
(Note PiZ = 0 since QH2”‘+‘(i2X> = 0.) 
Applying Theorem 1.6, 
f@ . . . @XEim .Ypi+im 9’. 
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This implies Z E im 9 which is a contradiction. Hence QW”““(0X) lies in 
degrees 2, 2p and 2p2. 0 
Proposition 2.4. TpJ : QH2p’+1(X) + QH2pJ+1+1(X) is an isomorphism for j > 2 
and is a monomorphism for all j > 0. p19p’ : QH2”‘+l(X) + QH2p’“+2(X) is an 
isomophism for j >, 2 and a monomorphism for j 2 0. 
Proof. If L E QH 2p’+*(X) and gdp’y = 0 then dp_lYp(cr*(y)) = p19”“‘j = 0 so 
there is an element of height greater than p in H,(RX). This contradicts 
Theorem 2.3. So ~9~’ is manic. Now suppose j > 2. If Z E QH2p’f’t1(X), a*(T) = 
x, and by the same argument /319p’+‘Z f 0. But 
Plgp 
“‘2 = alg7P’+‘pl~ + a2z+cpi7P’+‘-~~ 
= a19p’+‘pIZ. 
So plZ = plz?Jp’Zl by Theorem 1.10. Hence W = 2 -JF~‘Z~ E ker pi. If W P im gp’ 
then o*W is indecomposable and lies in ker pl. Applying Theorem 1.6 to a*iG 
with the factorization 
plyP’+’ = a,~Pj+~, + a2~1p1~P’+‘-1 
and Theorem 2.3 implies 
u*w@ . . . 59 a*i+ E im LFp’+’ + im 9’. 
This is a contradiction. So ii; =LF~‘Z, and Z E im ~9~‘. This proves the statement 
for pp’. The statement for plgp’ follows from Theorem 1.10 and the fact that 
H,(flX) has no pth powers and 
dp_lyP(a*(y)) =p19Jp’y for y~QH~~‘+l(x). 0 
Corollary 2.5. As a module over the Steenrod algebra, QH*(X) is generated by 
elements in degrees 2, 3, 2p + 1, 2p + 2 and 2p2 + 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 1.10, any generator above degree 2p2 + 1 
lies in the image of Steenrod operations. q 
Let us now recall the mod p cohomology of K@, 21, K@,r, 2) and KC 3). 
H*(K(L 2); zp) = Z,[i,l, 
H*(K(Z,r, 2); E,)=L,[i,l$Q A (~‘~P~i2)~zp[BI~“‘P~izl, 
H*(K(Z,3);Z,)=? A(~1’i3)~~p[Pl@is]. 
Here 
I,=(p’, PI-l,...,P, q, 
gal/ ,gTPl . . . cJa”* 
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Now a basis for H*(X) can be chosen in the following way: B = {x,,~) U {Xl,j} 
U * * * u (_qj}. 
(a) The x,,~ are mod p reductions of integral classes. 
(b) (P,n, j} form a basis for im p, where p, is the sth Bockstein. 
(c) We may extend {&x~,~} U ... u {P,x,,~) to a basis for H3(X). Let 
{Yl,. . . , y,) LH~(X) be such an extension. 
Let K be a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane space defined in the following way. 
(a) For each x~,~ introduce a K(Z, 2). 
(b) For each x,,~ introduce a K(Z,s, 2). 
(c) For each y, introduce a K(Z, 3). 
Define f : X + K to be the H-map f*(i2) =x~,~, f*(i;> =x~,~, if i; generates 
H2(K(Z,s, 2)), f*Ci3> = Yi* 
Theorem 2.6. f * induces a monomorphism onto the sub-Hopf algebra of H*(X) 
generated by H*(X) and H3(X>. Further if X is an a,-space, then f is an a,-map. 
Proof. If suffices to prove f * is manic on PH*(K). But H*(X) is free commuta- 
tive. By Theorem 1.9 and Proposition 2.4, admissible elements of H*(K) do not 
lie in the kernel of f *. Since X is simply connected, the a,,-obstructions of f are 
trivial. 0 
Let X be the fibre of f. X is an a,-space by [19]. Further 
H*(X) ~H*(X)//irn f* 
by [18, Proposition 3.11 and so X is 2p-connected. 
(2.1) 
H* ( d) is free commutative primitively generated on generators 
in degrees 2pj + 1 and 2pj + 2 for j > 0. (2.2) 
Corollary 2.7. If X is acyclic, then X is a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane space and 
0X is also. 
Remark. Note that the proofs so far depend only on the assumption that X is a 
simply connected H-space with H,(X) associative. So we have the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 2.8. Zf X is a simply connected H-space with H, (X; Z,) associative and 
H*WX) finitely generated as an algebra, then H*WX) is free commutative, 
primitively generated on generators in degrees 1, 2, 2p, 2p + 1, 2p2, 2p2 + 1. Fur- 
ther H*(X) is free commutative, primitively generated with odd generators in degrees 
2~’ + 1 for j & 0 and even generators in degrees 2pk + 2 for k > 1 and degree 2. 
Proof. The statement about H*(X) follows from Proposition 1.3, Corollary 1.2, 
Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2. The statement about H*(fiX) is Theorem 2.3. 
0 
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3. 
In this section we begin to use the a,-structure to prove X has acyclic 
cohomology. We complete the proof in Section 4. The problem reduces to the fact 
that H*(X) differs from the cohomology of an Eilenberg-MacLane space in 
degrees 2 and 3 in that there may be (2~ + l)-, (2p* + 1), (2p2 + 2)dimensional 
generators that are not in the image of primary operations on a two- or three-di- 
mensional class. If we assume X supports a p-fold projective space PpX, it is 
possible to show these cases cannot occur. It is interesting to look at these 
arguments because they are not needed in the mod 2 case. See [16]. At the prime 2 
a homotopy commutative H-space Z supports two different projective planes-P,Z 
and P;Z. Their cohomology has cup product squares. At odd primes, however, the 
analogous projective planes do not support pth power cup products. This is the 
main difference that requires us to make the assumption that X be an a,-space. 
Another viewpoint might be to look at the 3-connective cover of S3. Its mod p 
cohomology is finitely generated as an algebra with one generator in degree 2p 
and one generator in degree 2p + 1. Its cohomology resembles what could occur 
for H*(OX) as described in Section 2. When one tries to show it cannot be the 
mod p cohomology of the loops on an a,-space, one is led to the argument we 
describe below. 
Recall that if Y is an a,-space, it is filtered by its lower projective spaces. 
P,Y=_zYcP,Yc .** cP,_,YcP,Y. 
We denote ii : P,Y + P,+,Y to be the inclusion map. It is well known that the 
cofibre of ii is (_.$Y>““‘, so there exist maps 
(3.1) 
The map ai is closely connected to the a,-obstruction defined by Stasheff [19]. 
A result of Milnor [14] shows that the composite 
induces the differential of the cobar construction, 
aTl$c$=d,= -a@18 ... @l 
on 
(3.4 
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Now suppose y EH*(P~Y) and y E im CY’ n im i”. Then y = C$(ZJ> = iT(y’). 
Therefore 
a’(sy) =d,u=aTiT(y’) =o 
so 
u E ker d,. 
Further, the diagram 
PiY 
I 
ai 
(zY)*’ -=+ xPi_lY 
implies czi annihilates the image of d,. We conclude that if y E im (Y’ n im iT 
then y = (Y;({u}) where 
ker d, 
Iv1 E im d - = Exf&&zp, Z,). 
1 
Hence, we may consider CXT as inducing a homomorphism (which we also call (YT) 
(Y’ : Ext&&Z,, ZP) + Hi+k( P,Y). 
If H,(Y) is commutative and associative, ExtH,(&Zp, ZP) is computable. In 
particular, algebra generators lie in filtration degrees 1, 2. See [2]. 
Lemma 3.1. Let .z = iT(z’> E H”(PiY). If Ext$*i”,T@,, Z,) = 0, then i:_,(z) # 0 in 
H”(Pj_lY>. 
If i:_“-,(z) = 0 then z E aT(Ext$+fff*T$)(Zg, Z,)).
Proof. We have the following cofibration sequences 
pj_iy- Ll piy&xy Ai, (3.3) 
(z++’ XzJ?y 
Zi, 
-Zpi+iy. (3.4) 
By (3.3), it suffices to prove z # (Y:(W) for some w E H*(ZY A i>. By assumption, 
sz = (zi)*(sz’). 
Hence by (3.4), 
uT+:,(sz) = 0. 
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So if z = (Y:(W), sz = (Za,)*(sw> and 0 = a~+i(sz) = Up+‘,* = d,w. So w is 
a cycle. If w is changed by diw’, w’ E H*(Y “-I), then 
(YT(&w’) =“T(a;_J(Y;_;_l)(W’) 
= 0 
since @UT_ 1 = 0 because (Y~, u,_i are consecutive maps of a cofibre sequence. 
Hence we may consider {w} E Extg*&(ZP, ZP>. If Ext$*7$ZP, ZP> = 0 it follows 
that i?_“_(z) # 0. 0 
We summarize here a result that appears in the literature [20]: 
Lemma 3.2. Let x1,. . . , X, E H*(Y) and suppose there are elements yl,. . ., yl E 
ff*(P,Y) with iTiT ..* iF_l(yi)= SXi. Then (YT(SX1 8 **' @sX,) =Yl .** Yt E 
H*(P,Y). 
We now use the above information to study generators of H*(z) where A? is 
defined in Section 2. Recall, that we will show X is in fact acyclic. We have 
H*(X) = H*(X)//im f* 
where im f* consists of the sub-Hopf algebra over A(p) generated by H’(X) and 
H3(X>. Thus the reduced cohomology of X begins in degree 2p + 1. 
Given yZptl E H*(y) we have &y2P+l =y2P+2 + 0 by (2.3) and S7?1~2p+l f 
0 by Theorem 1.9 and Corollary 2.2. Hence since ~~@‘i&y,,+, = 0 we have by [12], 
9pP1Y2,+1 = P1~o(PIY2p+l) f91WlY2,+l)~ (3.5) 
+. and +i are secondary operations with indeterminancy in im 9’ + im pi. 
There are no elements in im ._@ or im pi in those degrees so (3.5) holds with 
zero-indeterminacy. Further $a and I#Q are defined via the following diagram 
K@,, 4p - 1) 
x - K@,, 2p+ 1) 
f 91p KU,, 4P) 1 
and f has no H-deviation since it must occur in H4P-1(2 A 2) = 0. Therefore, 
h3(P1Y2,+1)7 m31Y2p+l) are primitive indecomposables. We conclude 
W31Y2p+l) = 0 
since 
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and 
9pP1Y2p+l = P14@302,+1) 
with zero-indeterminacy. 
(3.6) 
It is well known that $,, is the secondary operation associated to zP-‘~’ = 0 
[=I. 
Now consider this relation in the projective planes. Let z E H2P+2<Pp~> have 
the property 
iT ... $-i(z) =y2p+l. 
Now 9”piz = 0. This is easily checked. Note i; *. . i,*_,(z) E H*(P,-&. The 
cofibration sequence 
_ZhP,lZ -&+,eA~X 
implies if i; . . . i,*_,(~lplz) is nonzero, then it lies in CY~H~~-‘(~A&. But 
H*(y) begins in degree 2p + 1 so this is impossible. By induction, 9’/3,z = 0; 
hence, #&31z) is defined in H*(P,k). In the arguments that follow, we will be 
computing ExtH,(&Zp, Zp> in low degrees. By (2.2), H,(2) is a commutative 
associative Hopf algebra with generators in degrees 2p’ + 1, (2~’ + 2)pk for j > 0, 
k > 0. 
Consider w =Ppz - &,(/3rz) E H2p*+2(Ppk). 
Proposition 3.3. ig_,i$_,(w) = 0. 
Proof. One checks the groups Ext$*~~~2-‘(Zp, ZP). 
Recall H, (I=?> is commutative and associative, so it has a Bore1 decomposition 
with low dimensional generators in degrees 2p + 1, 2p + 2, 2p2 + 1. Hence 
Ext H,(2)(.Zp, Zp> is generated as an algebra by elements in bidegrees (1, 2p + 
l), (1, 2p + 2), (1, 2p2 + l), in total degrees less than 2p2 + 3. If i: . .. 
ip*_2ip*_ ,(w) # 0, then by Lemma 3.1, 
i; ... i,*_,i,*_,(w) =(YT(E~~$~$&(L~, Zp)). 
One checks Ext$~~2-j(Zp, Zp) = 0 for 2 <j <p - 1. We leave this argument to 
the reader. By induction, if 
ij*_l ... i$_,i,*_,(w) =O, 
it follows that iT . . . i,*_,i,*_,(w) = 0. Hence i,*_,i,*_,(w) = 0. 0 
Now consider Ext&;!$-pf3@p, h,). 
Let s1 be the number of generators in degree (1, 2p + 2), t, be the number of 
generators in degree (1, 2p + 1). Then 
$1 + t, =p - 1, 
(2P + qs, + (2P + l)t1= q P - l)P + (P + 3), 
2p(s,+t,)+(2s,+t,)=2(p-l)p+(p+3). 
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This implies 
si + t, =p - 1, 
2s, + t, =p + 3. 
So s1 = 4 and t, =p-5. Hence CU,*_,EXtR;:X3P2-Pf3(i2pr ZJ is generated by 
elements of the form a,a,a,a,b, * * * bp_5 where deg ai = 2p + 3, deg bj = 2p + 2. 
Note 
iT ... r ‘f_,(aj) f 0 in PH2p+2(Z), 
iT . . . ip*_-2( bi) # 0 in PH2p+1( 2)) 
and ai, bi lie in the kernel of 9’. 
Let Z. E H2p+3(Pp8>, sj E H 1 2p+2(P 2) with i,*_l(Ci> = ai, if_1<&j> =bj. Then P 
Proposition 3.4. w E H*(P,*) is a linear combination of elements of the form 
a1 . * * ii,&, * * * zp_s. 
Proof. i,*_,(w) is a linear combination of elements of the form a, . . . a,b, . . . bp_5. 
So w is a linear combination of a, . . . Z,z, . . . &p_5 module the kernel of ip*_1 
which is the image of (Y,* : H*(_Z_J?“P) -+ H*(P,J?). But H2p”2(Zx”p) = 0 
since H*(T) begins in degree 2p + 1. q 
Theorem 3.5. H2p+1(_??i) = 0, hence IH*(T?) begins in degree 2p + 2. 
Proof. If y2p+, E H2p+l(g) then since 9”Zi = 0 and 9”‘bj = 0, 9’~ = 0 =P”zF~z 
-9%#@iz>. Hence cz p =zP,‘&(/?,z) since 9’5Pp = c9 p+l for c # 0. But 9’4, 
is a primary operation. To see this consider the commutative diagram 
K(Z,, 4P) 
We have v E PH 2pZ+3(E), j*(v) =9p-1i4p, 
f$,(p,z) = (f*(v): f lift of p,z}, 
91v~kerj*~PH*(E)=p*PH*(K(hp,2p+3)). 
We have PH2pZ+2p(K(Ep, 2p + 3)) = 0 so 9’~ = 0. 
It follows that zp = 0. But zp =~~p*(sy~~+i 8 ** * @g~~~+~). So there is an 
element t E H2pZ+2p-1(Pp_,~> with 
,;<,t> =sy2,+1@ **. @3w2p+l 
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via the cofibration sequence 
P,cL (x!y” Lz'P,_,X. 
Now t @ im c&r. To see this, if t = a,*._,(u) then 
sy8 ... 8Sy =~f(Z~,_,)*(SU) =d,u. 
Let JEH*(J?), (1, y)#O. Then 
(ym ..* @L, y@ ... @y)#O 
(3.7) 
=(y@ . . . CGj, d,u) = (d,(jJ Q ... @j), u). 
But J2 = 0 since H,(X) is commutative, so 
d,(J@ ... @j) =o 
since it is a sum of terms of the form y 8 . . . 8 J2 @ . * * ~3 F. We conclude 
i,*_,(t) # 0 in H*(P,_,& We now show that if . . . i:_,(t) # 0 in PH2pz+2p-2(& 
which contradicts (2.2) which states that PHeve”(& lies in degrees (2~’ + 2)pk for 
k > 0. 
This follows by induction by analyzing 
&pP*_+ 2P - 
H,(X) 
-l--j(zp, hp). 
The generators that come into play lie in degrees (1, 2p + 0, (1, 2p + 2), (1, 2p2 
+ l), (1, 2p2 + 2). Let si be the number of generators in degrees (1, 2~’ + 2). Let 
ti be the number of generators in degrees (1, 2p’ + 1). Then 
2<s,+s,+t,+t,=j<p, 
(2p + 2)s, + (2p2 + 2)&s, + (2p + l)t1+ (2p2 + l)t2 
=2p2+(2p-1-j) 
= 2p2( s2 + t2) + 2p( s1 + t1) + 2( s1 + s2) + t, + t,. 
We have 
s,+t,=l, 
Sr + t, = 0, 
2( Sr + S2) + (t, + t2) = 2p - 1 -j. 
All the si and ti are positive so sr = t, = 0. 
By (3.8) and (3.9), j = 1 which is a contradiction. Therefore 
&g&2@2P-l-i z 
* ( p,Zp)=O for2Gj<p. 
By Lemma 3.1, 
0 # iT . . . if_I( t) E PH2p*+2p-2( 8). 
This proves the theorem. 0 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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In this section we use methods similar to those used in Section 3 to show 
IH*(& is trivial. We operate on PH 2p2+1(J?) which is the lowest nontrivial odd 
primitive by Theorem 3.5. The principle is the same; we try to show the pth power 
of an element in H2pZ+2(P 8) vanishes. The calculations are somewhat more 
complicated because in high& dimensions the Ext H,C.&?p, Z&groups are gener- 
ated by more generators. 
From Section 3, IH*(& begins in degree 2p + 2. Further, given y E H2p’2(6), 
pDpy # 0 and factors through secondary operations 
9py=c&&(y), c+OinZ, (4-I) 
where 6s is the secondary operation associated to 9p-191 = 0. Then 4,,(y) E 
PH2PZ+l(g) and there exists z E H2P+3(Pp& with y = it * * * i,*_Jz>. One checks 
easily via the cofibration sequences that 9’~ = 0. It follows that there is an 
element z1 = 4,(z) with iT . . . ip*_i (zl) = C&,(Y). Further, 9’z, =9’&,(z) = 0 us- 
ing an argument analogous to an argument in the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
There is an Adem relation: 
9P2+ 1 = agP(P- ‘k@‘~P + b9P?@ where a, b E Z, . (4.2) 
Hence 
(4.3) 
Theorem 4 1 z[ = 0. . . 
Proof. The proof involves Ppzl, and proving that PPz, = 0. We have, since 
~pPH2pz+1(~) = 0, 
0=9p&(y) =iT -*a i,*_,(9pzl). 
Hence, if iz . . . i,*_l(9pzl) f 0 then 
iz . . . i,y_1(9’pz1) ~a;(Ext#$;~~(Z~, HP)). 
Ext H,C&?‘p, Zp> is generated as an algebra in low degrees by elements in degrees 
(1, 2p + 2), (1, 2p2 + 21, (1, 2p2 + l>, (2, 2p2 + 2~) and (1, 2p2 + 2~). Hence, 
Ext$~>;2p(Zp, Zp> = 0 and 
ig . . . $_I( 9Pz1) = 0. 
Now assume by induction 
q-1 * * . ip*pl( 5%,) = 0. 
Then if iT . . . i,*_,(Ppzl) # 0 we have 
ij* . . . ip*_l( .$Ppzl) E (yi* 
( 
Extjf$-Ijzp+*~~(Zp, 
ZP>). 
As before, we analyze what can occur in Ext@$~*~+*-~@~, Zp>. 
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Let si be the number of generators in bidegrees (1, 2p’ + 2) for i = 1, 2. Let t 
be the number of generators in degree (1, 2p2 + 1). Let ui be the number of 
generators in bidegree (i, 2p2 + 2~). Then the Ext group in bidegree (j, 4p2 - 2p 
+ 2 -j) consists of products of these generators, so we have the following 
equations: 
2<(s,+s2)+t+u,+2u2=j<p, 
(2p + 2)s, + (2p2 + 2)s, + (2p2 + 1)t + (2p2 + 2p)(u, + U2) 
= 2p2( s2 + t + u1 + u2) + 2p( si + ui + u2) + 2( si + s2) + t 
=4p2-2p+2-j=2p2+2p(p-2)+(2p+2-j). (4.4) 
This implies 
s2 + t + u1+ u2 = 1, (4.5) 
s1 + u1 + U2 =p - 2, (4.6) 
2( s, + s2) + t = 2p + 2 -j. (4.7) 
Since all the variables are positive, (4.5) implies one of s2, t, ul, u2 is one; all 
the others are zero. By solving this system of equations, we easily obtain the 
following information: 
if u, = 1, then p = 10; 
if u2 = 1, then p=9; 
if t= 1, then p=6. (4.8) 
Since p is an odd prime these cases are not applicable. 
The remaining case is s2 = 1. In this case j = 4 and p = 5 and Ext$y&‘,, Z,) 
can have terms with generators in bidegree (1, 12) and one generator in bidegree 
(1, 52). So it is possible that i~(P’z,) EH~~(P,~) could be a linear combination 
of elements of the form a,a,a,b, where deg ai = 13, deg b, = 53 and b, =P5a, 
for some a4. 
Note that P5H13(P,8) = Hs3(P,k) and by using the cofibration sequence one 
can show that if a,,..., a, is a basis for H13(P,& then P5u1,. . . , S5u, is a basis 
for H53(P,&. Further, 
A(q,..., Ul) 8 A(95u,,...,9sa,) 
( 1” 
GH*(P,q. (4.9) 
This is accomplished by showing by induction that all possible j-fold products of 
the a, and P5ui are nontrivial and linearly independent in H*(Pjk). We leave 
this argument to the reader. 
Now suppose i,*(?@z,) is a linear combination of terms of the form a,a,u,b, 
where they are written in terms of the basis chosen in (4.9). Then i~(P5P5z1) is a 
linear combination of terms of the form (~5u,)u2u3b,, (~5u2)u,u3b,, 
u,~,(~~a,)b,. By (4.9), if g5z, is nontrivial, so is Y5P5z,. 
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But by the Adem relations .!P5~5 = a~?” for some LY E&(P) and iT(?F’z,) = 0. 
So we conclude iz(&@z,) = 0. 
So in general we have shown i,*_,(F’z,) = 0. Hence PPz, E a,*(H*(ZX AP>>. 
Checking, we get H4pZ-2p+2(ZX ““> = 0. So Ppz, = 0. It follows that by (4.3), 
zp=o. 0 
Let y, =&(y). Then az(sy, Q . . . Q syr) = zf = 0 so there exists an element 
w cH*(P,_,X) 
with ,z(,n~) =“yi@ ... @sy,, deg w=2p3+2p- 1. (4.10) 
Theorem 4.2. H*(J!?) is acyclic. 
Proof. It suffices to show zr = 0 since if H*(& is not acyclic PH2p’2(X> # 0 and 
CJZP : pH2P+2 2) + pH2Pz+2 
( (8) is an isomorphism by Theorem 1.9 and (2.2). We 
have a commutative diagram 
pH2P+2(X) 5 PH2pz+2(& 
This implies if H*(2) is not acyclic, zi =&(z) must be nonzero in 
H2p2+2(P 2) for some z E H 2p’3(P 2). By (4.10) there exists a w with a,*(sw> = 
Wl@ ** * G sy,. If w = a,*_i(u>, then ig(sw) = d,(u) by (3.2) so yr Q . . . 8 yi = d,v. 
But this is impossible because if (tr, yi> # 0, t, E H,(&, we have 
Oz(t,s ... 8’1, yrQ ... @yl)=(t,@ **. @t,, d,u) 
= (d,(t, Q ... @fi), v). 
But d,(t, 8 . . . @ t,) is a sum of terms of the form t, 8 . . * 8 tf 8 . * * Q t, and 
tf = 0 so we conclude w # u$,(u>. This implies iz_2(w) # 0. By induction, assume 
iT f * * ip*_2(w) #O in H*(<._??). 
Then if ij*_I - * . ip*_2(w) = 0, 
‘T ..* ip*_2( w) E c~~Ext$&$~~-~-j(Z~, Z ). 
We show Ex~~~&~~-~~--~(Z~, Z,) = 0. 
In this degfee we need to consider products of elements in bidegrees (1, 
2p + 21, (1, 2P2 + 21, (1, 2p2+ 0, (1, 2p2+ 2P), (2, 2p2+ 2p), (1, 2P3 + 11, (1, 
2p3 + 2). The last two can be deleted since if they occurred, the other generator 
would have total degree less than 2p + 1. 
Using the notation in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we get the following system of 
linear equations 
s,+s,+t,+u,+2u,=j<p-1, 
2p2( s2 + t, + ul+ u2) + 2p( SI + u1 + u2) + 2( s1 + s2) + t, 
= 2p3 + (2p - 1 -j). 
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This system has no solution for positive integer variables. It follows that the Ext 
group vanishes. 
Hence 0 #iT .. . i,*_,(w) in PH 2p3+2p-2(~h This is a contradiction since 
QH*(T?> is concentrated in degrees 2~’ + 2. q 
Corollary 4.3 (Main Theorem). Zf X is a simply connected a,-space with H*(fiX) 
finitely generated, then l2X has the mod p homotopy type of a product of S1s, 
K@,r, 1)s and KG?, 2)s. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 2.3 that he mod p cohomology 
of X is isomorphic to the mod p cohomology of a generalized Eilenberg-Mac- 
Lane space Y. Map X to Y by the obvious map that induces this cohomology 
isomorphism. Since X is simply connected, this is a mod p homotopy equivalence. 
Since Y is a product of KG?, 2)s K@,r, 2)s and KG?, 31.5, 0X has the desired 
form. Cl 
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